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Mission of the Unity Schools 
Partnership
•To enable students to achieve to their potential 
through efficient and sustainable schools that 
facilitate teachers to inspire and educate, 
drawing on the collective wisdom and leverage 
of the trust. 

•To raise standards and transform lives by 
smashing through the barriers that have 
restricted schools’ and pupils’ progress
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Ambition by 2023 – ‘Results Plus'
• All schools currently in the trust are judged at least good at inspection 

and 50% are judged outstanding
• The trust is amongst the highest performing trusts nationally for 

attainment of disadvantaged pupils
• Children and young people are equipped for life
• The trust has enabled teachers to be free to attend to what matters for 

children and young people as well achieving great results
• Staff are delighted to work in the trust
• The trust has a leading voice in the development of education policy 

nationally
• Income streams have been developed beyond Government funding 



Great schools, leaders and communities

• Care more than others think is wise

• Risk more than others think is safe

• Dream more than others think is practical

• Expect more than others think is possible



Trust review
Summary hypothesis to review team - our summary of ourselves:
• Have higher performance at secondary than primary but more momentum in primary
• Have built a stronger support team in HR, finance, safeguarding
• Have good heads but variable senior teams
• Have good engagement from many heads but have allowed ourselves to be slowed down to avoid conflict / 

biting the bullet

• Leaders model high levels of integrity and positive relationships
• Day-to-day organisation is good, providing safe and secure learning environments 
• Demonstrable success in ‘rescuing’ schools
• Key has been the improved quality of the central ‘back office’ services
• Chairs of local governing bodies feel valued and involved 
• Some effective SEND systems – now appointing an SEND Director

• An outstanding special school, ready to be used more across the trust
• Although much good and some very good practice, very little outstanding practice to draw on in trust schools





Unity Schools Partnership
Making remarkable change happen 
Unity Schools Partnership transforms lives. Through geographical hubs of like-minded schools and a vision 
of excellence that is shared by all, schools smash through barriers to achieve more than others think 
possible.
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Values

The trust expects its work to be characterised by:
• ethical leadership
• inclusion
• excellent communication
• endless ambition
• strong relationships
• belief in success for all 



Publications

• 2020 Governance Charter
• 2020 scheme of delegation
• 2020 The Handbook for Local Governing Bodies (nearly finished)

To come
• Skills audit
• Governance reviews
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Summer 2018
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Pupils

In blue circle, 2019
• Financial Procedures
• HR Policies
• Calendar
• Assessment Schedules
• Performance 

Management
• Safeguarding 

Procedures

In blue circle, 2022
• Behaviour
• Curriculum
• Cycle of review of school 

development planning
• Teaching and learning 

approaches, eg by ability
• approaches to staffing
• Support for vulnerable 

pupils



Trust Scorecard, December 2019
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Attainment and 
progress

Behaviour, 
attendance and 

safeguarding

Breadth of 
curriculum and 
opportunities

Leadership capacity Teaching quality
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2020 and beyond

curriculum
Unity Schools Partnership



Link to subjects and resources Link to sharing resource site for
teachers to upload the resources they
have created

Curriculum 
work across 
all subjects 
and shared 
through new 
intranet, Atlas



Each subject area links to a page with 
curriculum maps, knowledge organisers, 
assessment, subject leader guides
and high quality book examples of children’s 
learning



Curriculum  components

Cumulative

Connected Sequenced

Knowledge-rich Skillful

Vocabulary-rich

The curriculum narrative

21



Building, Blocking and Spacing





Essential components

knowledge

subject
* the ‘what’
* conscious
* verbalised

skills
* concepts
* how we learn  

about a subject

vocabulary and 
oracy

tiers 2 + 3 * academic 
* subject specific 

etymology * word origin
* meaning

sequence 1+2+3 * cumulative
* retrievable

Why?

24



What makes Great Teaching?
Coe et al., 2014

Effective

Enthusiasm for ‘discovery learning’ is not supported by 
research evidence, which broadly favours direct 

instruction (Krischner et al., 2006)

Ineffective

Allowing pupils to discover key 
ideas for themselves

Although learners do need to build new understanding on 
what they already know, if teachers want them to learn 

new ideas, knowledge or methods they need to teach 
them directly.

Learning styles

Lavish praise

Writing is PURPOSE led, not genre led 

25



DIRECT instruction

Observing closely, using 
simple equipment Identifying and classifying

Content is:

• focused
• sequence planned in detail
• directly taught
• vocabulary-rich
• modelled through worked 

examples and non-
examples

The teacher is in full control of 
the learning process.

What’s the KNOW-HOW?
(Working scientifically)

26

A knowledge note 
provides structure, 
sequence, vocabulary 
and activates 
retrieval practice 



EXPLICIT instruction

Content has been:

• directly taught
• vocabulary-rich
• practised
• revisited
• connected 
• remembered
• applied
• “I do”

• only now the teacher releases control 
and into more open tasks  

• “WE do”
• “YOU do”

27



SEQUENCE
steps

MODEL
concrete examples

GUIDE
retrieve, recall, flick back

CHECK
using elaboration or thinking aloud

SCAFFOLD
difficult tasks

ENCOURAGE
independence and expertise –reversal effect

KNOWLEDGE NOTES
Elaborate and support retrieval practice for 

essential vocabulary and concepts

Can be used to retrieve previous knowledge 
throughout the teaching sequence

Helpful in sequencing questions throughout the 
study or theme

Communicates knowledge and vocabulary 
clearly

Scaffolds difficult vocabulary / concepts

Activates pupil productivity and retention 
because it does not limit space on a worksheet.

A little more information about knowledge notes

28

SUPPORT
collaborative learning 

REDUCE
split-attention effect
unnecessary information – redundancy effect



Transfer and practise SFA reading strategies in the wider curriculum

Copycat

Text detective

Judge and Jury

Ideas Tree

Interactive reading

Vocabulary introduction

A few examples – not an exclusive list
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Y5 SFA techniques in the Geography

30



Y5 SFA techniques in the Geography

31



Y3 Knowledge notes in action…

What KNOWLEDGE?

What KNOW-HOW?
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Connections, concepts, tier 2 vocabulary Learning question, sequence and literacy spine

Year 1 example - Unity Curriculum Modules
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Core knowledge and tier 3 vocabulary Space to capture, practise vocabulary and
take it beyond the classroom

34

Pupils write down and explain words that fascinate or challenge. Inspire them to take words out of 
the classroom as part of their vocabulary conversation – “Miss Bojcun, tell me about carnivores...”



Knowledge notes with images and vocabulary Questions sequenced and cumulative
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Learning question, sequence and literacy spineConnections, concepts, tier 2 vocabulary

Year 5 example - Unity Curriculum Modules
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Core knowledge and tier 3 vocabulary Downloadable quiz with sequenced questions

37



Space to capture, practise vocabulary and
take it beyond the classroom

Knowledge notes with images and vocabulary

38

Pupils write down and explain words that fascinate or challenge. Inspire them to take words out of 
the classroom as part of their vocabulary conversation – “Mrs Lay, tell me about Mesolithic 
times...”



Y6 Vital Vocabulary in action…

An individual collection of inspiring 
or challenging words that pupils can 
practise KNOWING and KNOWING-
HOW to use them in conversations as 
well as written text.

Needs to be planned carefully:

• WRITTEN

• MODELLED

• PRACTISED

• RETRIEVED

• QUIZZED

• SPOKEN ABOUT and LISTENED TO

Pupil                   “Mrs Daynes - what is plasma in the blood?”
Mrs Daynes.        “Mmmmm, plasma you say… I’m not sure. You tell me?”

39



Knowledge notes with images and vocabulary High quality resources to support
teaching and learning

40



Why?

The key texts that each pupil will have the opportunity to study

• How these reflect: 
 World literature
 Heritage literature
 Fiction/Non-fiction/Poetry
 SMSC
 British Values
 Your curriculum/cohort/context
 Cultural Capital

Science HistoryGeographyA literature spine…

…to enrich the curriculum and cultivate a love for reading

41

1 month free access until 2/2/20
www.curriculumvisions.com
Un = UnityCPD
pw = trialDemonstration

http://www.curriculumvisions.com/


Retrieving is bringing information to the mind

Cumulative questions

Summarising

Mapping

Self-testing (have a word with yourself)

Imagining through self-testing

Paired questioning

Teaching others through explanations and enactment

Elaboration

Suggestions adapted and elaborated from Daniel Willingham, Logan Fiorella, Richard Mayer, Alex Bedford
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